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Oh no, not another expense, right? Thing is, anyone who’s ever had to pay a vet bill will tell you that 
today it’s absolutely vital to have some sort of financial plan for your pets. (Seriously, pets get up to 
the strangest things and vets cost a lot!) Not to mention, they’re just as susceptible to disease as 
humans – including chronic conditions, which cost even more to treat.  
 
Pet insurance is just that: a financial fallback if anything happens to your fur babies.

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR 
COVER AMOUNT.
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Every breed of pet comes with their own list of potential 
health problems however some breeds suffer from 
health issues more common than others.   
 
It is important that you as a pet owner are aware of 
common health problems for your chosen breed of pet. 

Insurance should not be a financial burden. Choose the 
cover amount that fits your budget. It is better to have 
some cover than no cover in situation where your pet 
visits the vet. 
 
Chose the cover amount that fits with your budget

BREED

But First: Why Pet Insurance is important

Good to know

AFFORDABILITY

When deciding on how much cover your pet requires, It is important to take into 
consideration, Breed and your affordability. These aspects will have a direct 

impact on the amount of cover required against Vet expenses. 

Debit order

Credit card

Annual limit

Lower limits

The cost

The annual limit represents the maximum benefits you, the policy holder, can enjoy each year 
of insurance. This limit resets annually.

Lower limits are more affordable, but do increase the chances of there being a shortfall in 
your insurance payout for claims.

The cost of pet healthcare is substantial and should not be underestimated. Please consult 
your veterinarian specialist for any specific details surrounding possible costs of healthcare
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A Step by step Guide


